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1 Abstract

Breast cancer accounts for more than 450,000 deaths per year worldwide. Discovery of novel therapeutic

targets that will allow patient-tailored treatment of this disease is an emerging area of scientific interest.

Recently, nicastrin (NSCTN) has been identified as one such therapeutic target. Its overexpression is

indicative of worse overall survival in the estrogen-receptor negative patient population. In this paper we

analyse data from a large invasive breast carcinoma study and confirm nicastrin amplification. In search

for genes that are co-amplified with nicastrin, we identify a potential novel breast cancer related amplicon

located on chromosome 1. Furthermore, we search for “influential interactors”, i.e., genes that interact

with a statistically significantly high number of genes which are co-amplified with nicastrin, and confirm

their involvement in this female neoplasm. Among influential interactors we find genes which belong to

the Core Diseasome (a recently identified therapeutically relevant set of genes which is known to drive

disease formation) and propose that they might be important for breast cancer onset, and serve as its

novel therapeutic targets. Finally, we identify a pathway that may play a role in nicastrin’s amplification

process and we experimentally confirm downstream signaling mechanism of nicastrin in breast cancer

cells.

Keywords: Breast invasive carcinoma; Nicastrin; Co-amplified genes; Protein-protein interaction

network.

2 Introduction

Breast cancer accounts for more than 1,300,000 new cases and 450,000 deaths yearly worldwide [1]. As

such, it is the most common female neoplasm. Heterogeneity of breast cancer is reflected in the fact that

there are at least seven distinct molecular subtypes of the common estrogen receptor positive disease [2]

and six distinct groups of triple negative (estrogen, progesterone and HER2 receptor negative) breast

cancers [3]. Such molecular complexity highlights the need for the discovery of novel therapeutic targets

that are oncogenic drivers which are overexpressed and/or amplified in individual tumors, allowing for
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a precision medicine approach and patient-tailored treatment. Biologically, clinically and functionally

relevant targets in cancer often undergo high-level DNA amplification, conferring cancer cells with survival

advantage. In solid malignancies, such as breast cancer, some specific regions in the genome harbour

amplicons such as the HER2-related amplicon on chromosome 17 [4], as well as the chromosome 1

quantitative anomalies present in 50 – 60% of breast tumors [5].

Discovery and validation of novel therapeutic targets in cancer is a complex process which involves: i)

understanding the exact expression patterns of a particular protein target in normal tissues and cancer;

ii) evidence of the targets clinical relevance in the disease, as a prognostic or a predictive biomarker; and

iii) biological ways and molecular mechanisms in which this target drives cancer. Nicastrin (NCSTN) is

one such novel therapeutic target, recently identified and characterized by the group of R.C. Coombes[6].

It is a member of the γ-secretase enzyme complex, which cleaves and activates multiple oncogenic sub-

strates, contributing to cancer development and progression. Its overexpression at the protein level is

readily detectable in 47.5% of breast cancers, conferring worse overall survival in the estrogen-receptor

negative patient population, whose tumors are by nature deemed more aggressive[6] and it is closely

correlated with increased mRNA levels of the target[7]. Furthermore, nicastrin facilitates epithelial to

mesenchymal transition in breast cancer cells, a process crucial for metastatic spread and development

of treatment resistance. Its genetic depletion successfully attenuates breast tumor growth in in vivo

xenograft models, with potent depletion of Notch signaling and breast cancer stem cell activity [8]. For

the purpose of targeting nicastrin in invasive breast cancer, Filipović et al. have developed blocking

monoclonal antibodies which confer significant anti-proliferative and anti-metastatic effects in vitro and

in vivo[7]. Clinical administration of anti-nicastrin antibodies would call for careful characterization of

patient eligibility for this type of treatment.

Guided by the example of the anti-HER2 antibody therapy, in this study we aim to investigate

nicastrin gene amplification status in a large patient cohort available on the cBio Cancer Genome Portal[9],

with the notion that detection of nicastrin gene amplification in patients tumors would help stratify

those who would be candidates for anti-nicastrin therapy. In this cohort we: 1) confirm nicastrin gene

amplification, 2) identify genes that are co-amplified with nicastrin, and 3) examine their potential

biological implications in breast cancer based on protein-protein interaction (PPI) network analysis,

validated by our experimental data and literature review.

We look into the network of human PPIs to find proteins which interact with a statistically significantly

high number of proteins encoded by genes that are co-amplified with nicastrin (we call these influential

interactors), and we corroborate their relation to breast cancer. The motivation behind the neighborhood

analysis comes from earlier successes in extracting new biological knowledge from different biological

networks using graph theoretic approaches. It has been shown that proteins which are closer in a PPI

network are more likely to perform the same function [10]. In particular, guilt by association approach was

used to infer functions of functionally unannotated proteins: the direct neighborhoods of proteins in the

network were examined in search for the most common functions among annotated direct neighbors [11].

Similarly, the n-neighborhood of proteins [12] and shared neighbors of proteins [13] were used to assign

functions to functionally unannotated proteins. When it comes to exploring the connection between

topology around protein and its involvement in disease, it has been shown that directly linked proteins

in the human PPI network are more likely to cause similar diseases [14, 15]. Goldenberg et al. [16] used

gene and protein interaction network to identify genes which are important for initiation and progression
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of lung cancer. They identified a small set of influential genes by examining genes whose neighbors show

high expression change in cancerous tissue versus normal tissue, regardless of their own expression.

We also ask whether any of the influential interactors has a key role in the onset of breast cancer

by examining their presence in the Core Diseasome [17]. The Core Diseasome is a recently identified

topologically and functionally homogeneous “core sub-network” of the human PPI network, which is

enriched in disease genes, drug targets, and a small number of genes that have theoretically been proposed

to be absolutely required for tumor formation, called “driver genes”[18]. Proteins in this sub-network

are postulated to be the key to disease onset and progression and hence should be the primary object of

therapeutic intervention. The relation between Core Diseasome and breast cancer has not been examined

before, and this paper offers a new perspective on that subject.

3 Methods

3.1 Datasets

We obtain the human PPI network from BioGRID [19] (data downloaded in January 2013). It contains

13,953 proteins and 97,954 interactions. We download the drug-target data from DrugBank1 (data

downloaded in January 2013). To find genes that are co-amplified with nicastrin in breast cancer, we

obtain data from breast cancer study from cBio Cancer Genomics Portal [9] (data downloaded in January

2013): “Breast Invasive Carcinoma (TCGA, Nature 2012)” study [20]. The study contains data for 825

tumor cases, out of which we took all genes that were amplified in cases when nicastrin is amplified. Out

of the 825 tumor cases in this study, there are 40 where nicastrin is amplified.

We further analyse the following two sets of genes, which we label and define as:

• The “AMPL-stringent” set — this set contains 22 genes, including nicastrin, that are amplified

in 95% of “Breast Invasive Carcinoma (TCGA, Nature 2012)” cases in which nicastrin is ampli-

fied: ARHGAP30, CD244, CD48, DEDD, F11R, ITLN1, ITLN2, KLHDC9, LY9, NIT1, PFDN2,

PVRL4, SLAMF6, SLAMF7, TSTD1, USF1, PEX19, COPA, NCSTN, NHLH1, SUMO1P3, VANGL2.

16 out of these 22 genes are present in our PPI network.

• The “AMPL-extended” set — this set contains 472 genes obtained as follows. For each of the 10,047

amplified genes in the 40 cases when nicastrin is amplified in the study, we ask in how many of the

40 cases it appears. 472 genes appear in at least 19 cases, which is just under 5% of the 10,047

genes. 308 out of these 472 genes are present in our PPI network.

3.2 Functional enrichment and drug targets

We use DAVID database2 to check enrichment in Gene Ontology (GO) terms (specifically, molecular

function, biological processes and cellular component categories of GO) for the two sets of genes that

we analyse (AMPL-stringent and AMPL-extended). We choose 0.05 as a cut-off p-value, after applying

Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple hypothesis testing [21]. Additionally, to check whether a

gene is a known drug target, we refer to the DrugBank drug-target dataset (described in Section 3.1).

1DrugBank, http://www.drugbank.ca/
2http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov
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3.3 Finding influential interactors of amplified genes

In order to find proteins whose direct neighborhoods are enriched in proteins encoded by genes that are co-

amplified with nicastrin, we perform the following computation for AMPL-stringent and AMPL-extended

sets separately.

First, we denote the number of proteins in our entire human PPI network as M , and the size of

AMPL-stringent (or AMPL-extended) set as K. Then, for each protein in our PPI network, we count:

1) the number of its direct neighbors in the PPI network, and denote it as N ; and 2) how many genes

from AMPL-stringent (or AMPL-extended) set are among its direct neighbors, and denote that by X .

Finally, the p-value, or the probability that X or more amplified genes are found among neighbors of the

gene in question, is computed as:

p = 1−

X−1
∑

i=0

(

K

i

)(

M−K

N−i

)

(

M

N

) .

We use 0.05 as a cut-off p-value to find genes in the PPI network that have among their neigh-

bors a statistically significantly high number of genes from AMPL-stringent (or AMPL-extended) set.

Henceforth, we refer to these genes as influential interactors .

3.4 Assesing validity of the neighborhood analyses in an in vivo experimental

model system of nicastrin inhibition

In order to explore whether modulation of nicastrin signaling would affect gene expression levels of the

genes revealed in the neighbourhood analyses as members of potential pathway associated with nicastrin

amplification, we analyse metastatic tumour deposits from the in vivo xenograft model treated with anti-

nicastrin monoclonal antibodies. After having received 5 doses of the anti-nicastrin monoclonal antibodty

treatment and the control isotype IgG antibody, mice were sacrificed and lungs were harvested for further

analyses. mRNA was extracted from lung metastatic deposits and subjected to reverse transcription to

produce cDNA and subsequently to RT-qPCR for assessment of annotated gene expression levels.

3.4.1 Experimental metastasis model

MDA-MB-231-luc-D3H2LN cells (1 x 106) were injected into the tail vein of female nude mice (n=8

/group). Mice were imaged weekly from dorsal and ventral views for 5 weeks to monitor development

of metastasis. Anti-NCSTN monoclonal antibodies and control rat IgG were administered i.v. at 50

mg/kg in 5-daily intervals. At termination, lungs were harvested by dissection. Half of the lung tissue

was paraffin embedded and processed for hematoxilin and eosin, as well as Ki67 immunohistochemistry

staining. The other half was snap frozen and consequently processed for mRNA extraction and RT-qPCR

assessment of the chosen target genes.

3.4.2 RNA isolation and quantitative RT-PCR

Isolation of total RNA was performed using the RNeasy kit (Qiagen, UK). RNA (1g) was reverse tran-

scribed using oligo dT and Transcriptor First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Roche, UK). Quantitative

PCR was performed using the SYBR Green PCR mastermix (Applied Biosystems, UK) on a 7900HT
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Thermocycler (Applied Biosystems, Warrington, UK). The PCR cycle number that generated the first

fluorescence signal above a threshold (threshold cycle, CT; 10 standard deviations above the mean fluo-

rescence generated during the baseline cycles) was determined, and a comparative CT method was then

used to measure relative gene expression. Primer sequences used are shown in Table 1.

Gene Forward primer Reverse primer

GAPHD 5- TGAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTT-3 5- GCCATGGAATTTGCCATGGGTGG-3

S100A8 5-ATGCCGTCTACAGGGATGAC-3 5-ACGCCCATCTTTATCACCAG-3

S100A9 5-CAGCTGGAACGCAACATAGA-3 5-TCSGCTGCTTGTCTGCATTT-3

CXCL1 5-AGGGAATTCACCCCAAGAAC -3 5-CACCAGTGAGCTTCCTCCTC-3

CXCL2 5-CTCAAGAATGGGCAGAAAGC-3 5-AAACACATTAGGCGCAATCC-3

Table 1. Primer sequences. First column: genes. Second column: forward primers. Third column:
reverse primers.

4 Results

For each of the two sets of genes described in Section 3.1 — namely, AMPL-stringent and AMPL-extended

— we perform functional enrichment analysis to inspect their role in breast cancer. We also look at their

influential interactors (described in Section 3.3) to try to find those which belong to key pathways in

breast cancer onset, or which might be causal to the process of amplification. We check if any of the

influential interactors are in the Core Diseasome which is postulated to be the key to disease onset and

progression.

4.1 AMPL-stringent: a novel amplicon in breast cancer?

We check the cytogenetic location of genes from AMPL-stringent set and find that all of them are mapped

to the q arm of chromosome 1, framing a potential novel amplicon relevant in breast cancer patients.

This finding is in line with previous observations of relevant genes amplified and overexpressed including

6 genes on 1q21 [22]. Additionally, it has already been observed in cancer studies that recurrent gene

amplifications may be required for the survival of cancer cells, and as such constitute novel therapeutic

targets. Interestingly, more than 50% of genes from the AMPL-stringent set are localized in the cell

membrane, which is a property desirable for human drug targets [23].
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Influential interactors Neighboring proteins from AMPL-stringent p-value

PTPN11 SLAMF6, LY9 3.003878

SH2D1A CD244, SLAMF6, LY9 ≈0

GTF3C1 USF1, NCSTN 0.001520

SMARCA5 USF1, NCSTN 0.002532

TOP2B USF1, NCSTN 0.000937

FBXO6 COPA, NCSTN 0.012470

XRCC6 NIT1,USF1 0.015468

ELAVL1 PFDN2, NCSTN, PEX19, USF1, NHLH1, F11R 0.009032

Table 2. Influential interactors for AMPL-stringent set. First column: influential interactors (defined
in Section 3.3), i.e., genes in the human PPI network that interact with a statistically significantly high
number from AMPL-stringent set. Second column: genes from the AMPL-stringent set that are
neighbors to the particular influential interactor. Third column: p-value which denotes the probability
that an influential interactor would interact with the same or higher number of genes from the
AMPL-stringent set purely by chance.

Since neighborhood analysis has previously been used for predicting functions of proteins and es-

tablishing their association with diseases, we look for proteins — i.e., influential interactors described

in Section 3.3 — whose neighborhoods are enriched in genes from AMPL-stringent (i.e., genes which

are co-amplified with nicastrin). Then, based on the guilt by association principle, we hypotesize that

influential interactors might be implicated in breast cancer due to a strong presence of amplified genes

in their neighborhoods. We identify 8 influential interactors (listed in Table 2) and further inspect their

biological functionality:

• The protein encoded by PTPN11 gene is a member of the protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTP)

family and we find it in the Core Diseasome. PTPs are known to be signaling molecules that

regulate a variety of cellular processes including cell growth [24], cell cycle progression [25], and

oncogenic transformation [26].

• SH2D1A has only 9 interacting partners in the human PPI network, 3 of which are present in

AMPL-stringent. It encodes a protein that plays a major role in the bidirectional stimulation of

T and B cells and can modify signal transduction pathways on activated T, B and NK cells. It

is well known that cancer cells avoid immunosurveillance, and the contribution of T-cells, B- cells

and NK-cells is significant in the progression of cancer. Signaling of cancer related immune cells

and their cross-talk with tumor cells themselves, as well as with tumor-associaed stroma, has an

important role in suppressing tumor-specific immunity [27–29]. This is the reason why much effort

is being invested into immune therapy of tumors, as well as development of bi-specific monoclonal

antibodies that would be directed both at tumor-specific antigens and tumor-related immune cells.

• GTF3C1 is required for RNA polymerase III-mediated transcription[30].

• SMARCA5 is involved in transcriptional regulation [31]
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• TOP2B gene encodes an enzyme which controls topological states of DNA during transcription [32]

• FBXO6 is part of the of a family of human F-box proteins[33] which are critical for the controlled

degradation of cellular regulatory proteins[34]. FBXO6 has previously been mentioned as a cancer

marker[35].

• XRCC6 is involved in the DNA double-strand break repair pathway, which is importnat for genomic

stability and cancer prevention. Genetic variations of this gene are associated with increased risk

of cancer, including breast cancer[36].

• ELAVL1 is involved in a variety of biological processes and has been previously linked to cancer

as a highly expressed gene[37, 38]. It has a high potential for diagnosing cancer, its prognosis, and

therapy[39].

Influential interactors PTPN11 and SH2D1A have common neighbors among the following genes from

the AMPL-stringent set: CD244, SLAMF6 and LY9 (see Table 2). These three genes are members of

the signaling lymphocyte activation molecule (SLAM) family. This family forms a subset of the larger

CD2 cell-surface receptor immunoglobulin superfamily which is involved in cellular activation [40]. This

indicates that influential interactors PTPN11 and SH2D1A might, through these three genes, play a role

in activation of amplification process. Whether this holds true is a subject of future research. On the other

hand, influential interactors GTF3C1, SMARCA5 and TOP2B have two common amplified neighbors:

NSCTS and a transcription factor USF1. Having in mind importance of GTF3C1, SMARCA5 and

TOP2B in the transcription process, as described above, we suggest exploring their role in co-amplification

with nicastrin through regulation of transcription.

4.2 Involvement of AMPL-extended in breast cancer

In order to assess the biological significance of the genes in the AMPL-extended set, we check its en-

richment in GO terms and find it to be enriched in functions which represent features closely related to

cancer development and progression: epithelial cell differentiation (p-value = 5.5× 10−23), cell differenti-

ation (p-value = 1.9× 10−3) and immune response (p-value = 4.6× 10−2). Also, 117 of AMPL-extended

genes are localized on the plasma membrane (p-value = 5.4× 10−3). Recall that membrane localization

is a desirable property of drug target genes [23]. Out of 117, the following 23 genes are already known

drug targets: CD1D, CD1A, FCGR3A, SELP, FCGR3B, CD247, S100A12, FCER1G, FCER1A, CCT3,

CHRNB2, NTRK1, SV2A, S100A7, HSD17B7, NPR1, FCGR2A, CD55, IL6R, F5, SELE, KCNN3, and

SLC19A2.

Analogously to the analysis done for the AMPL-stringent genes, we check the human PPI network for

influential interactors of the AMPL-extended gene set and identify 226 of them. We find that 6 of them

(listed in Table 3) are present in the Core Diseasome, which highlights their potential importance in the

onset of breast cancer. We verify the involvement of these 6 genes in breast cancer through literature:

• SHC1 gene couples activated growth factor receptors to signaling pathways and has already been

related to breast cancer [41].

• ABL1, SP1 and PTPN11 are involved in cell growth and were shown to be implicated in breast

cancer [42, 43] .
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• MDM2 is involved in tumor protein p53 pathway [44] and was also linked to breast cancer [45].

Its over-expression may result in excessive inactivation of tumor protein p53, diminishing its tumor

suppressor function.

• LYN transmits signals from cell surface receptors and, among other functions, plays an important

role in the regulation of response to growth factors [46]. It was also identified as a mediator of

invasion and a possible new therapeutic target, with particular relevance to clinically aggressive

basal-like breast cancer [47].

Influential interactors Neighboring proteins from AMPL-extended p-value

ABL1 SHC1, PSMD4, NTRK1, SPTA1, SHE, MDM4 0.029954

SP1 ARNT, ZBTB7B, TPM3, NTRK1, POGZ, IFI16, DCAF6,

MEF2D, ATF6, POU2F1

0.012628

MDM2 RPS27, PBX1, MDM4, PYHIN1, HIST2H2BE, PSMD4,

GORAB, S100A4, S100A6, S100A1, S100A2

0.018274

PTPN11 MPZL1, SELE, FCGR2B, CD84, LY9, SLAMF6, FCRL3,

SLAMF1

0.000445

SHC1 HSPA6, DDR2, FCGR2B, HAX1, NTRK1, SPTA1, PIK3C2B,

S100A9, S100A8, S100A7, DUSP23, MAPKAPK2

0.001060

LYN MUC1, FCGR2A,FASLG, ADAM15, SHC1 0.028959

Table 3. Influential interactors for AMPL-extended set that are in the Core Diseasome. First column:
influential interactors (defined in Section 3.3), i.e., genes in the human PPI network that interact with
a statistically significantly high number from AMPL-extended set that are in the Core Diseasome.
Second column: genes from the AMPL-extended set that are neighbors to the particular influential
interactor. Third column: p-value which denotes the probability that an influential interactor would
interact with the same or higher number of genes from the AMPL-extended set purely by chance.

4.3 A sub-network of NCSTN-co-amplified genes reveals breast cancer cells’

propagation inhibiting pathway

In order to inspect weather the amplified genes from AMPL-stringent and AMPL-extended sets form

pathways which might play a role in breast cancer, or specifically the amplification process, we check

whether these genes form relevant connected components in the human PPI network. We find that

the sub-network formed from 16 AMPL-stringent genes present in our PPI network does not form a

connected component. However, when we look at the sub-network formed from a larger set of 308

AMPL-extended genes present in our PPI network, we find that it forms 17 connected components:

the largest connected component has 16 genes; the second largest component consists of 5 genes; and

all remaining components have 4 or less genes. This means that proteins which are co-amplified with

nicastrin are mostly disconnected and scattered around the PPI network. Surprisingly, adding the 6

influential interactors of AMPL-extended set which are present in the Core Diseasome (SHC1, PTPN11,
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LYN, ABL1, MDM2 and SP1; see Section 4.2) to the sub-network, results in merging of several of these

connected components. Note that influential interactor SHC1 was already present in the sub-network as

an amplified gene from AMPL-extended.
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Figure 1. The largest connected component in the human PPI sub-network formed from
AMPL-extended set of genes (shown in green) and their influential interactors which are in the Core
Diseasome (bordered in red). SHC1 gene is also an amplified gene. Nicastrin (NCSTN) is bordered in
yellow.

The largest connected component of the above-described merged sub-network consists of 64 genes

(shown in Figure 1). Among these 64 genes, the most highly connected are the 6 added Core Diseasome

genes, with SHC1 being the only highly connected one which is simultaneously co-amplified with nicastrin

(i.e., present in AMPL-extended). Even more, SHC1 is the only AMPL-extended gene in the entire PPI

network which belongs to the Core Diseasome. This leads to a hypothesis that SHC1 might drive the

process of amplification in cases when nicastrin is amplified. Hence, we explore pathways which may

facilitate the influence of SHC1 on nicastrin amplification.

Nicastrin shares two interacting partners with SHC1 — amplified genes S100A8 and S100A9. Proteins

from the S100 family are localized in the cytoplasm and the nucleus of a cell, and play a role in cell cycle

progression and differentiation processes. Their coding genes cluster on chromosome 1q21 [48] close to

both NCSTN and SHC1. Little has experimentally been confirmed in terms of direct binding partners of
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nicastrin in vivo. Co-immunoprecipitation experiments show that nicastrin, a member of the γ-secretase

complex, interacts with other members of the γ-secretase complex, and proposes transient interactions

between nicastrin’s substrate-binding DYIGS domain (located on the extracellular portion of the protein)

and substrates of the γ-secretase [49]. Our sub-network analysis suggests that proteins S100A8 and

S100A9, as interacting partners of nicastrin, might be involved in a pathway that plays a role in the

amplification process. The members of the S100 protein family are commonly up-regulated in tumors

which is associated with cancer progression [50]. Cellular processes, that these proteins are involved in,

range from proliferation, chemoattraction of immunomodulatory cells, control of cellular actin-dynamics

and tubular-dynamics, etc. S100A8 and S100A9 are implicated in the metastatic process facilitating

the homing of tumor cells to pre-metastatic sites, particularly within the lung parenchyma. They also

increase the motility of circulating cancer cells, deemed the culprits of disease relapse.

All this suggests that oncogenic signaling through nicastrin may feed into the pro-metastatic functions

of S100A8 and S100A9 in breast cancer. Our hypothesis, therefore, is that attenuating nicastrin signaling

will impinge on the S100A8/9 signaling axis, providing a mechanism of inhibiting metastatic engraftment

at the secondary site and propagation of cancer cells therein. Given the fact that growth of metastatic

disease, still inadequately controlled by current therapies, inevitably results in patients death, identifying

targets that control this process is of paramount importance. In support of our hypothesis, performing

experiments as described in Section 3.4 , we show that anti-nicastrin monoclonal antibodies used for

treatment of a breast cancer metastatic model to the lungs, potently inhibit S100A8/9, as well as their

downstream effectors CXCL1 and CXCL2 (Figure 1).
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Figure 2. Relative fold change of S100A8, S100A9, CXCL1 and CXCL2 gene expression levels in the
excised lung metastasis of animals treated with the rat IgG control and anti-nicastrin monoclonal
antibody, in the in vivo metastatic model of MDA-MB-231 cells inoculated through the tail vein of
BalbC nude mice. Gene expression levels in n = 4 animals per group were analysed and compared.

Based on the above validation of the role of two interacting partners of SHC1 in breast cancer, the hub

properties of all 6 Core Diseasome genes (SHC1, PTPN11, LYN, ABL1, MDM2 and SP1), and the fact

that those 6 genes could play a role in activation of the amplification process (discussed in Section 4.2),
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we propose to further experimentally explore the involvement of the remaining 5 Core Diseasome genes

in breast cancer.

5 Conclusion

Many studies using comparative genomic hybridization have highlighted sites of DNA amplification in

cancer that might harbor novel oncogenes. Here, we show that nicastrin is amplified in a subset of

breast cancers, and we identify a set of 22 genes co-amplified with nicastrin in at least 95% of cases in a

large patient cohort available on cBio Cancer Genomics Portal. We confirm that all 22 genes from the

set are located on the chromosome 1, proposing existence of a novel amplicon in breast cancer tissues.

Using functional siRNA screening approach, we plan to assess the relative contribution of each of the

genes pertaining to this amplicon towards breast cancer cell proliferation and invasion. The relevance

of nicastrin in these oncogenic processes has already been validated in multiple in vitro and in vivo

experimental approaches.

We further explore a set of top 5% co-amplified genes and find that statistically significant number

of them is found in the plasma membrane. Among them we find genes that are already known to be

drug targets. Also, a statistically significant number of amplified genes is involved in biological processes

closely related to cancer development and progression.

To study the key proteins involved in breast cancer, we refer to the Core Diseasome — a recently

proposed therapeutically relevant set of genes known to trigger disease onset. We find Core Diseasome

genes which interact with a statistically significantly high number of genes co-amplified with nicastrin,

and show that they have already been linked to breast cancer, indicating that they might play a key

role in the onset of this disease. We identify SHC1 as the only gene co-amplified with nicastrin which is

present in the Core Diseasome. SHC1 is involved in the highest number of interactions among genes co-

amplified with nicastrin, which suggests its high influence in nicastrin co-amplification. We identify a link

between nicastrin and SHC1 which involves S100A8 and S100A9 genes, and postulate that S100A8 and

S100A9 genes, as interacting partners of nicastrin, may be implicated in a pathway significant for breast

invasive carcinoma progression. In support of this hypothesis we experimentally show that anti-nicastrin

antibodies inhibit S100A8 and S100A9 genes and their downstream effectors CXCL1 and CXCL2, not

only confirming our bioinformatics analysis, but also identifying a downstream signaling mechanism of

nicastrin in breast cancer cells.
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